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Logistics Overview 
 

 

Daily Global Log 
 

● China’s index of export container transport went up in the past week, according to the Shanghai 
Shipping Exchange.2 

● The average China Containerized Freight Index (CCFI) stood at 1,007.44 on Sept. 25, up 2.2 percent 
from a week earlier, according to the exchange.2 

● The sub-reading for the South America service led the increase with a week-on-week growth of 15.6 
percent, followed by that for the South Africa service, which rose 8.2 percent from the previous week. 

● The CCFI tracks spot and contractual freight rates from Chinese container ports for 12 shipping routes 
across the globe, based on data from 22 international carriers.2  

● The global tanker shipping industry is likely to find a new normal in the medium term, with sales of 
second-hand ships taking center stage while orders for newbuilds slow down.2 

● Meanwhile, existing tanker companies may become bigger as ships change hands, or they may form 
pools to enable better bargaining with charterers while shying away from ordering new ships.2  

● Monday, 28 September 2020, the Baltic Dry Index decreased by 13 points, reaching 1654 points.2 

● Baltic Dry Index is compiled by the London-based Baltic Exchange and covers prices for transported 
cargo such as coal, grain, and iron ore. 2 

● The index is based on a daily survey of agents all over the world. Baltic Dry hit a temporary peak on May 
20, 2008, when the index hit 11,793.  

● The lowest level ever reached was on Wednesday the 10th of February 2016, when the index dropped to 
290 points.2 

● The Baltic Exchange’s main sea freight index on Friday hit an over two-month high on higher vessel 
rates across segments, and along with the Capesize index posted its highest weekly rise since 
mid-June.2 

● The Baltic dry index, which tracks rates for ships ferrying dry bulk commodities and reflects rates for 
Capesize, Panamax, and supramax vessels, was up 62 points, or 3.9%, at 1,667 points. 

● The index gained 28.6% this week.2 

● The Capesize index gained 161 points, or 5.8%, at 2,915 points, also scaling an over two-month high. The 
Capesize index gained 53.4% this week. 

● Average daily earnings for capesizes, which typically transport 150,000-tonne cargoes such as iron ore 
and coal, were up $1,337 to $24,178.2 

● The Panamax index was up 19 points, or 1.4%, at 1,380 points. 
● Average daily earnings for panamaxes, which usually carry coal or grain cargoes of about 60,000 to 

70,000 tonnes, increased $176 to $12,423.2 

● Among smaller vessels, the supramax index rose nine points to 992 points, while the handysize index 
rose six points to 585 points.2  

● Shipowners are actively looking for more deals in the dry bulk S&P market. 2 

● In its latest weekly report, Intermodal said that it was “another active week in terms of SnP has 
concluded in the dry bulk market with a diversified array of transactions recorded. Despite the 
correction in dry trade freight rates, there is still ample purchasing appetite displayed from interested 
parties, while vessel values – more or less – remain stable”. 2   
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International Container Shipping Costs and Rates 2020 
The cost of shipping a container internationally can range widely and it depends on a number of factors. As a 
rough estimate, it should cost somewhere between $1274.5 (USD) and $3186.25 (USD) to ship a 20ft container 
from one country to another.4 

Container shipping rates from the UK 
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Container shipping rates from the US 

 

Container shipping rates from Australia 
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Container shipping rates from Canada 
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How Coronavirus is Impacting Shipping: Air Cargo, Ocean 
Freight, Trucking, and More 

● With months of COVID-19 related volatility and no end in sight, importers continue to face uncertainty 
in freight pricing, capacity, and demand volume across all modes of transport. 5 

● Carrier capacity management in the first five months of the pandemic kept freight afloat, but June’s 
demand surge sent rates spiking and these increases have continued throughout the summer and into 
peak shipping season. 5 

● Alongside peak season 2020, from October 1st to 8th manufacturing will shut down in China for the 
Golden Week holiday causing additional disruptions, surges in volume, and potential rate increases.5   

 

Ocean freight and coronavirus 
 

● Ocean rates from China to the US have continued their steady climb with six consecutive general rate 
increases (GRI) since June 1, 2020.5 

● An anticipated seventh GRI mid-September would push China-East Coast rates to nearly $4,500 per 
FEU and West Coast rates up nearly 160% over last year.5 

● The extremity of ocean freight pricing has propelled the Chinese Ministry of Transportation, the US 
Federal Maritime Commission (FMC), and other industry groups to consider intervening to prevent 
additional increases.5 

● Despite carriers restoring cancelled sailings, and possibly being prevented from blanking sailings on 
transpacific lanes over Golden Week, high demand is outpacing capacity and this will likely continue 
through October.5  
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Air freight and coronavirus 
 

● High ocean rates and delays are causing some importers to opt for the enhanced certainty and speed 
of air cargo, contributing to a continuing increase in air rates. 5 

● Demand for air cargo will continue to rise in the coming weeks as retailers prepare for the holiday 
season and rush to beat Golden Week shutdowns.5 

● This surge, combined with limits on capacity due to decreased passenger flights, is expected to drive 
air cargo prices even higher in the coming weeks.5   

 

Trucking and coronavirus 
 

● After a drop in the second quarter of 2020, trucking is experiencing a much needed rebound.5 

● Trucking volumes, rates and employment have all climbed over the summer and into the fall, especially 
out of West Coast, with UPS, FedEx and USPS all announcing rate increases to handle a surge in 
volumes heading into peak season.5 

● The growth of eCommerce is contributing to a steady increase in trucking demand, however supply 
chain disruptions persist.5  
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Tables & Charts 

Ningbo Containerized Freight Index [02] 
In the week ending Sep-25, Ningbo Containerized Freight Index (NCFI) issued by Ningbo Shipping Exchange 
(NBSE). 
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Cargo Vessels Ratio [02]  

 
 

 

Historical ocean freight rates from the USA to China[03]  
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Sources 

 
1   FTA 
4 MoveHub 
 
 
 

2 Hellenic Shipping News 
5 Freightos 
 
 
 

 
3 IContainers 
 
 

 
 
 

Disclaimer 
 
The information contained in these reports is for general information purposes only. 
TraydCom assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of this report. 
In no event, TraydCom will be liable for any special, direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damages or any damages 
whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, negligence, or another tort, arising out of or in connection with the use of 
this report or the contents of the report. TraydCom reserves the right to make additions, deletions, or modifications to 
the contents of the report at any time without prior notice. TraydCom does not warrant that this report is free of viruses 
or other harmful components. 
The information given by this report is for general guidance on matters of interest only. Even if TraydCom takes every 
precaution to ensure that the content of the report is both current and accurate, errors can occur. Plus, given the 
changing nature of laws, rules, and regulations, there may be delays, omissions, or inaccuracies in the information 
contained in this report. TraydCom is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use 
of this information. 
All information in this report is provided “as is” with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results 
obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited 
to warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose. 
TraydCom will not be liable to You or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information 
given by the report or for any consequential, special, or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such 
damages. 
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https://www.amm.com/Article/3938950/Scrap/Bangladesh-scrap-import-prices-down.html
https://www.amm.com/Article/3938950/Scrap/Bangladesh-scrap-import-prices-down.html
https://www.amm.com/Article/3938950/Scrap/Bangladesh-scrap-import-prices-down.html
https://logistics.org.uk/
https://www.movehub.com/us/
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/
https://www.freightos.com/
https://www.icontainers.com/

